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- }{ Abstract	 developed that Would envelops mulllmissten set, 	 Be-	 ,1
cause essentially Identical modules could be used for 	 Sj	 t	 }
d foThree appr aches are presente 	pack ging the t	 -	 several 	 missions, 	 n flight acueplameo last`.
elements of ¢ 30 cm ion thruster subsystem Into a nmdu- tj	 program would need to be performed on the modules to
tar throat subsystem,	 The Individual modules, when be used for each mission. 	 It would therefore be possible
-	 ( Integrated Into meatceptunf solar elceLrla propulsion 	 to use Clio flight spares of one mission its ilia flight units
module are applicable to a multimission set of Inter- or ilia followi ng mission thus	 ^^ a larWz* Best. 	 iI	 j
{I	 -	 planetary flights with 
ilia
	 Shuttle/Interim Upper	 savings.	 Reliability of lhq follow on missions n nuld Ixh '` 	
aF
Stage as the launch vehicle.. The emphasis Is on thet ^	 greatly anbanced since virhoelly identical hardware would 	 1{ (	 structural and thermal integration of the components into 	 be used.
	 -
t :	 the modular thrust subsystems. 	 Thermal control for tie 
	 ^1	 4
power processing units is either by direct radiation 	 In this paper, u comparative description of three 	 +i	 '-j
"	 througi. Inuvers to combination with ]tent pipes or an all	 approaches to n modular thrust subsystem Is given, In-	 f1
^ (.
	
.heat pipe system. 'Tho propellant storage and feed sys- 	 eluding the Thrust Subsystem Module wesehted In Ref. =t.
tam and thruster gimbal system concepts are presented. 	 Also, sonic aspects bf the Integration of the approaches
t	 'Ilia three approaches are compared on the basis of mass,	 into it conceptual SEP module are defined, 	 Descriptions :	 t.
e -	 cost, testing, Interfaces, simplicity, reliability, and 	 of ilia thruster and the powe r processor are widely avail-a
maintainability,	 able In ilia literature. 	 In this	 n er 	 subsystem doscri,.	 m	 Y.	 Pa P	 ,	 _ Y	 P_	 II
W	 -	 -	 Clans are present ad-only for thethruster gimbal system	 n	 =l(	 Introduction	 and propellant storageand distribution system concepts. 	 rdiy,s bsystem11During the Advuncad Systems Technology program 	 Finally, 	 benefits of the modular thrust 
conducted by NASA up to 1974, spacecraft system design 	 concept are reviewed and the three approaches to We
r 1 2	 module are compared on ilia basis of mass, cost + testing,
.^n	 studios were undertaken ( '	 ) which in purl focused an	 at P
.;	 the integration of a solar electric propulsion (SEP) sys- 	 Interfaces with the spacecraft,. simplicity, -maintainabll-'
tom into interplanetary spacecraft. 	 The spacecraft de-	 fly, and rellnbilCCy:'	 F	 .j
('.	 SEP Nodule Designs(	 sign. philosophy adopted by ilia Jet Propulsion Laboratory	 ,j	
I
was to physically separate and house the SEP systems bi	 l	 I
a SEP module mtd,the spacecraft engineering and support 	 Functional and Confi guration Requirements
1	 systems In It 	 module. (1)	The elements of the;^	 a
}	 thrust: subsystem (30 em ion thrusters, thruster gimbal °	 'Cie SEP module has etc primary functions of gamer-
}	 system, power processing units, and propellant storage 	 ating and distributing photovoltaic power to the power 	 .r
and distribution) wore individually Integrated into a SEP 	 procosshtg units,. converting ilia power Into a directed	 tthrust, providing control torques tvimodule, ti ion thrusters about.	 , 	 ;tClio three principal axes of Clio spacecraft, and staring
i	 A'. continuing task at the Lewis Research Center has 	 and distributing mercury propellant to Clio 30 cm ton 	 i
been to define Clio critical teclinologyalements of the 	 thrusters. (3)	 For current missions under consideration,.
thrust subsystem interfaces and evaluate their solution.	 a totid of six or eight thrusters and power processors is
As part of this task, studies of various approaches to	 required.	 Figure 1(a) shows schematically a side-view 	 »j
packaging the elements of the thrust subsystem and inte- .	of a six thrusterSEP module using the JPL .  assembly
grating. them Into a SEP module have been performed.	 approach.	 The thrusters are arranged In pairs to form	 ;{
'. In addition to defining the interface for the thrust sub- 	 a 2- by3-maLTGC of thrusters when viewed'Irom ilia hot= 	 %^ s
+	 system, these studies have provided baseline Informs-	 tom of Clio SEP module.	 One of the attractive features	 u
,.
'	 tion for systems and mission analyses. 	 of die 2- by n-thrust'ar configuration discussed in Rof, 3.	 a	 +'. s
was flint Cho number of Coveters in Clio assembly any be 	 s
The concept of packaging the elements of ilia thrust 	 E	 ,"
-	 increased or decreased without. changing ilia basic design. 	 F
subsystem in modules and in turn packaging the modules	 concept or the SEP module.	 However, to accommodate	 r'
Into aSEP module was first presented by Sharp. (i) The	 the change in the number or thrusters and power preens-r-
use of a modular thrust subsystem in an on-going series" sore, changes are required in the lengths of the thrust
of SEP .. spaceernftwould accrue many benefits. 	 A quali-	 assembly, power assembly, and SEPN adapter structure.. 	 i.
-	
fication test program for the thrust modules could be
7	 STAR category 20-
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I }	 Figure 1 6 shows Una modular n
	 y	 6g<n •	 O	 approach to ilia SEP mod- 	 control s stem deal m for We. worst case condition o[ 	 {
ulo which Integrates the Christ subsystem components In
	 0.5 A. U.	 )
#?	 ilia vorKlenl direction and retnme the basic confilurnttpn
concept of the JPL. approach,
	 The growth feature of the
	
Tab launch load requirements of the Shntlle/ Interim
	 +	 j
'	 SEP ]nodule Is enhanced by using die modular thrust
	
Uppor Stagg Innch vehicle were used W determine the
ty	 subsystem approach, because to Increase to ml eight	 -	 structural inumbor sizes for the modular thrust aubsys-{j	 thruster configuration, only lia .
 dealim of Ilia hntorfaco
	
Isms and ilia SEP module,	 These launch load raqulro-
"	 a	 events Were multiplied by an ultimate (1.4) and yieldt	 truss Is affected and not ilia ind[vidunl modula r thrust	 g
l.i subsystems.	 -.	 _J (	 (1. 1) factor of safety to generate the ultimate and limit 	 )design lairds shown :made 111.
	 For i lia purpose of	 ,1	 a3
i	 Figure 2 allows Ilia elements of ilia SEP modulo dis-
	 mlWnizing angdificatia 's of Ole Shuttle/IUS Induced	 i
7i.	 cussed herein.
	 The solar array system bus a beginning.	 mechanical vibrations,. it minimum allowable structural
's
- ^	 of life power requirement, depending upon ilia: mission,
	 •	 frequency of We spacecraft or 5 Iii vs . Imposed.
t	 r of between 16 and 25 kW	 Tile solar array is u foldout
design extended via it deployable must and Is hosed on 	 Modular 'phrus4 Subsystems
	 i J
l x.-	 tile current technology typified :
 by the 25 kW SEP Solar -
	 ..
Array System described in Ref, 5.
	 The interface truss
	
The three modular thrust subsystems which have
{	 is c: structural Interface between the modular thrust sub-.
	
been studied are compared In Pig. 3, 	 The.TSSM consists.
i!of one 30 em thruster and gimbal system, a power pro-j !{	 syatams, .Una astir array system, and the rest of the
spacecraft.	 Power distribution components and it SEP
	
cessor, it propellant storage land distribution system and 	 ,,	 f
module control Interface unit are located within the
	
Y	 PPu modular thermal controls stem and support structure,
interface truss,	 Because of their mission dependency, .	 The BIMOD consists of two thrusters and gimbal Sys-
attitude control sensors and electronics and reaction
	
toms, Live. power processors, n common thermal control
control components normally considered a part of the
	
system, and it common structure.
	 The DIMOD concept
	 1
SEP module are not considered In this paper • 	employs 'a single remote propellant storage system The
+1-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 HYBRID module consists of live -thrusters and power
Deshm Requirementsit	 	 processors, a stru	 and  thermal control system	 f;f	 identical to the TSSIDI approach,: but uses a remote pro- 
.-4	 Ilia design requirements for "ilia modular: thrust
	 pollaid storage system similar to the BIMOD concept,
	 a(	 subsystems and ilia SEP module have been specified to
u	 envelop a p_anelary multimtssionaet currently under
	
Details of each of the modular thrust subsystems
consideration,
	 These missions include Tempel II and
	
are given is Pig, 4. 	 'Ilia power processing units of each
i I
	 Flora rendezvous, Saturn,. Jupiter, and Mercury or- . 	approach still the propellant tanks of Una TSSM are lo-
k`
	
Utters, and n 1 A. U. solar observato ry,	 Table I fists	 Gated near the top of ilia module so that when integrated
the thermal em•ironmenL which bounds the requirements
	
-	
with the rest of the spacecraft the large musses are con-
s>	 for ilia mission set.	 It Is assumed that the ion. thrusters
	
castrated near the total spacecraft: center of mass.- The
l	 are:quuliCiod for those: environments and that We truus _ structure for all Unrca approaches Is ¢ light-weight truss
j	 terse eon be thermally Isolated from the remainder of the
	
constructed of graphite reinforced plastic (GRP) tubes
modular thrust subsystem •
	The worst ease condition for
	
which are Inserted into GRP end fittings,
	 The thruster	 !1
- ..	 the power processor thermal control system design is
	
gimbal system concept Is discussed In n later section of
ilia 80	 C solar arraglomporntureencountered between o	 -	 the paper:: Each TSSbthas an individual propellant star-
# i "	 0. 3 and0: SS A. U. for thehfercury orbiter [mission.
	 A4	 -.	 - fee tank while the BIMOD and IIIBRM approaches utilize
'	 1 A. U. ilia . solar array temperature is 50 0
 C with a.	 central propellant tonics.	 The details of the propellant} ,..	
solar array tilt angle : of zero degrees.	 Degveen 1 and	 storage and distribution systems for the three approaches 	 1	 -	 3
0.85 A. U, the solar array temperature Increases to
	
are discussed In it later section •
r r
	
-:	 800 C and fire array power Increases.
	 From 0.86 to I	 :	 r	 The thermal control system for Una TSSDT and
	 is	 'I	 0.3 
u 
U; the solar array temperature is held aonslanto
	 HYBRID concepts consists of a combination. of louvers,
	
,i	 s	 1at 80	 C ° by gradually. tilting the array to an angle of 80
	
r•a variable conductnce-heatplpe system(VCRPS), a
at 0, 3 A. U.
	 Thus, the array output power between 0.85	 radiator fin, and multilayer Insulation.
	 For normal	 .^
-	 to 0.3 A. U. Is constant,
	 Permitting the array tempera-
	 spacecraft: operation there Is no solar incidence on the
	 r1!	 -	 tuna to
	 to Its design limit of approximately radiating face of *Jae PPq	 beat that cannot be radiateds	 ".140 0 b: using a different array tilt program (74 0
 tilt
'	
-	
to space directly through the louver system Is conducted( at 0.3 A. U.) would result in an increased array output
	 by heat pipes to an adjacent space facing radiator.
	 As
i •	 power level for hetiocentrie distances below 0. 85 A. U.	 -	 1
-	 shown In Figs, 4(a) and (e) two beat pipes are attached
'	 Table If lists the assumptions employed In Ilia thermal 	 to each VCR PS saddle, with Ilia second heat pipe of each
	 Ic
t	
2
I	
f$
snddto betnl, udtad;mt.
	 An exploded vjov o[9c power
	 central Interface atilt which is used for contra„ of the
` i	 processor and thermal control system for lie TSSMmad 	 thrust subsystem.
.t	 HYBRID is dimwsi. In Flit, L.
Fibmre 7 shows the attach points between the q•SSAf,	 if	 For the 1315101) approach, the Live power processors 	 13I51OD, or HYBRID mid the Interface truss,. and also 	 f ij	 are mated to a connnor.hK at pipe system and are Inte r ior	 Indicates a set of four launch adapter support points on
F	 f	 to two remote single sided radinlors. 	 There tiro no toll-	 lhu Interface truss,	 Using the TSSAI configuration, Figs.
,• :er _ y	 vers In this appronch because the radiating flanges of the .	8 :aid 0 show the end and side views of the stowed SDP
Pte	 power. processo rs are not exposed directly to space.	 An	 module.	 The centerhims of the launch adapter tower ore	 f	 /
exploited view of the 'BIh1OD thermal assembly is shown
	 shoam oil 	 filnires.	 The humr!; adapter, which bolts
In Fig. 6.
	
For the BI\IOD assembly, tie . high heat dts-	 to the IU S spaccoraft Interface, supports Cho entire 	 ;	 r
sipution flanges of the power processor arc bolted dI-
	 spacocrigl, with the exception of the solar arrays, at the
really to the heat pipe evaporator saddles, 	 Figure 6	 support points on Ilia Interface truss near the cente r of	 k
r}	 shows three hoot pipes on each of die two heat pipe sad- 	 mass of the assembled spacecraft. 	 A spring loaded tele- 	 t j
duos,	 The A3 mad A4 nodules of the PPU contain the
	 acoping section or the solar array deployment booms has
large thermal dissipation components of the power p ro-	 p	 y p	 -6	 P'	 P	 p	 p	 been	 reviled to avoid trmns[errin 	 s ucecr;dt launch 	 1.—
^•	 eossor, with the highest heat dissipation components of
	 lands to die stowed solo• array structure,	 This design
PTU A an or near heat ate saddle A of PI
	 6.	 Because.	 and su	 ort a	
,'	
•y
I p	 g.	 pp	 ppranch provides ¢sav(ngs in the muss of
of the inverted orientation of PPU B its high thermal 	 Is-	 the structure of the SEP module and brunch udnptor, 	 o j'
I,	 sipation components. of (lie A3 .mad. A4 modules are now
	
..	 j
i'The separation of We spacecraft from the IUS Is lie- `located on or near bent pipe saddle B, 	 With Oils cvienkr- 
Lien, the beat lands going Into each of the Live bent pipe 	 complished by first firing We separation devices ad the 	 -
saddles are equal when both PPUs are operatlne.
	 Pig-	 Iamb adapter tower support points shoam In Fig. S. 	 -
The four launch adapter tower segments Wen pivot aboutarc 6 illustrates that one hentpipa of snddlu 11 and two	 i
t;	 heat pipes or saddle 	 are extended to the one heat pipe 	 iChair hinged bases in: flower petal Cashion to swing clear 	 `(
T	 P	 radiator.	 The remaining three heat pipes are oappad oil	 or tile spacecraft. 	
As the adaptur Wwur swings atear;
We nearside of We PPU but extend to the radiator on the 	 the solar array deployment booms Immediately extend 	 i ,`
far side of the modules. about 2 fiches to inch stops, thus leaving to spacecraft
f a	 attached to the IUS : only at the solar array blanket can-
	
d
a	 m tine BIDIOD configuration, the PPUs are unable to 	 lamaan, box ( Fig. 8),	 When the separation devices at 	 a	 '•^^	 9
radiate any heat directly to space and, therefore, the
	 -	 the solar array/IUS Interface are fired,. the spacecraft
	 j	 a
total hen' fond must be dissipated by the heat pipe radi-	 can be safely separated from the CUB using small ejection
	 a a	 )
ators.. This requires that the heat pipe radiator area be -
	
springs at the solar array/IUS Interface.
	 a	 !^
larger than In the TSSl1, 	 As a design margin, the rani-	 jF	
liter lengths for all three approaches are 25 percent 	 When lie spacecraft is a safe distance [rain the [US, 	 i
larger thmr the required length calculated when using the
	
the solar array deployment boom lock (Fig. 8) Is re-
e	 72 percent radiator efficiency shoam In Table. IL	 leased, allowing the solar array booms to awing 00 0 and
`S.	 latch in the final deployed configuration.	 The Cold out
)+ j	 o	 soar arrays can, now be deployed fin their normal manner.SE P 'module Configurations	 '	 tj
< .	 -	 Because tic telescoping section: solar array booms have .. 	 °. (	 g
i	 The SEP module configurations employing . the TSSrd,	 extended to solid stops, ley provide Increased stiffness,
^;	 e
}	 -	 BIMOD,. and HYBRID approaches are shown in Fig. 7,	 thereby increasing the total solar: array system nat oral	 t	 i
`	 Tic configuration chi son for illustration contains eight
	 frequency.
thrusters.	 The major elements of the SEP module are
the pnciage of modular thrust subsystems, On, interface 	 A mass study for the modular thrust subsystem ap-
truss between this package and the rest of Ilia spacecraft _:	 pi`oaeh to a SEP module was recently presented in lief, 6,
? :'tae mass comparison given In Table N for a - SEP mod-	 - "•and day solar array which attaches to We interface truss:' 	 9
UL- using
	 an	 solar ausi  six thrusters mud 	 1S kN solrray shows	 0The distance between adjacent thruster centerlines is 	 t
e •	 ^	 0.61 meter.	 The central propellant tanks for Clio B 11%101)1	 a `	 that there is a negligible mass difference between tine 	 t :	 3
i	 and IIY13RID are shown supported in We interface truss. 	 TsBk(, âIli [OD, and âYBRID approaches.	 Tlnis snore	 a 3	 A	 9
Although not shown on these figures, several components 	 conclusion holds when comparing the three approaches	 " n	 t'"3
r	 are mounted wltldn or on the interface truss. 	 These In-	 to it SEP module comprising eight thrustors with a 25 kN 	 {	 ^^
elude a raw power distribution assembly which d[strilr
	
solar array or eight thrusters with an 18 kN solar array.. 	 t g6
ides the raw solar array power to individual power pro-
• .	 cessors,'' a preltegulator assembly which converts the	 = j	 ',<p
input array voltage of 200-400 volts to a reduced bus
voltage for the spacecraft engineering systems, and a
3	
i	 ;
y	
a	 i
rn
Subsystem DesUCi )i tlaili mid thereby ilia gimbal actuators would be located Wlultn.
tile controlled thermal environment.
Tlnvstor Cinhbnl System
'file 61111bal system concept Is It 	 of ilia
i 'rite functional requtromenls of ilia thruster gimbal gem ion thru=^	 gimbal system dcsllPned, fabricated,
41 S
system for We modular thrust subsystemstire to direct unit tested Al ilia Lewis Research Center.
11 the lndlv]aual threat vocters In two axis such that threeS,
17 axis altitude control and spacecraft reorientation control Propellant Storage and Distribution System
to provided by ilia ion thrusters, and to provide a mount-
1i ing base and Interface between ilia thruster will thrust The functional requirements of the propellant storage -
Isubsystem truss.	 The travel tingle mid slew rate rc- And food systmn are to store Wo required mercury pro- t1
i^ quirements for the tweaxis 6'Inmal system tire currently pellantfor ilia lifetime of the mission, to isolate the pro- 1
} a under review for the SEP planetary mission opportunities pollmd from the thruster during launch so Unit die dy- .,
being considered.	 Figure 10 defines ilia i,'imbat Angles Anode environment does not have it detrimental effect on
a and it which are relations about axes nominally par- ilia operation of ilia thruster, and to supply the propellant ^l
' inlet to two of the spacecraft principal Axes. 	 The travol to the thruster within it pressure range Clint satisfies the 1
angle in cacti axis is the stun of the angle to direct the requirements of file thruster vaporizers.
:thrust vector through the spacecraft center or mass anti
the additional angle required for thrust vector control. As mentioned previously, the TSSa1 approach con-
t oBy arbitrarily adding a 5 	 anglo (at thrust  vector can- Came a eolnptate propellant storage and distribution sys- j
trot to the approximate ngles for painting the outboard tom within) cacti rgotule, in compared to tho BI =and1 thruster of an eight thruster SEP module trough die IR'BIIID approaches which employ central propellant 'i
a center of mass, tile gimbal angle requirements assnned tanks in tie Interface truss section 
of ilia SEP module.
0are a total angle In ilia a direction of 70 	 And n leurl Tile schematic of the propellant storage and distributioni
n `angla In die ,P. direction of 300. system concept for n TSShl1s shown to Mg, 12. 	 'Pile ,feed lines tare U. 16 contimuter In diamatur. 	 Field Joints _y
Figure 11 shows the conceptual gimbal system biter- are placed in the system to malts the assembly/dis-'
G t f¢ehng with the 30 em thruster, 	 'ilia two incur actuators assembly or the system more convenient,	 The latchingy} and a cross pin hinge or gimbal pivot provide the Citrus- valve serves the purpose or isolating the mercury pro-
ter gimbal directions tit 	 mutually orthogonal axes. pellant. from the thruster vaporizer during the inlach on-
'	 l These. components are mounted on a thruster mounting vironmout. '. The mercury propellant unit nitrogen Ems fill
bracket winch 19 Attached to tile mounting pads on tile valves or die systmn are brought to tile outside wall of
sides of the thruster mid to standoffs at two of the tour the TSSh1 to provide for convenient filling of the system a
..ground screen moulds on the hack of ilia thruster. 	 'rile after assembly of ilia module Into the spacecraft. ! A sys-
Live jackscrew type actuators are driven by a stepper- tam of external valves mid lines will Be necessary to fill ti
" motor•-gcarbeod Assembly,	 The actuators have u unt- and drain the system.	 This hardware Is envisioned as #
versat joint at be 	 ends for compliance,	 A . guide pin ground support equipmont. which will Interface with We 9
}
 
Is 	 to Ilia truster mounting frama rites inClint  a oa^posed propellant and gas fill values of the TSShT -. _	 r
the slot of it support bracket that is mounted. to the lower :system,
,.
[ruse of the module. 	 one or the ndv:uitages of this sys- -
` Gem is Clint his arrangement of the Actuators, Gross p Figure 19 shows tileschematic for rho system eon- _	 a
-hinge .led guide phi provides stiffness in all directions cept applicable to the BIMOD or tISBIt[D thrust sobsys . s
:thus eliminating the need for pin puller restraint during toms.	 For lints approach, `n conLr¢Lpropnlhult hulk [n
?+ launch.	 The static mid dynamfe munch loads nre canted the interface truss stores the propellant for all of the
a_
i In the x direction by the two actuators and the cross pin
modules,	 Although only one limit is shown In the 50110- a s
i
tinge, in die y direction by ilia thrust washers tit matrq trndo studies may show ilia desirability of Live ".3
:	 A cross pin hinge, mid in the z direction by to cross pm tanks Col, sane missions.	 Propellant lines from the tank ^..
g	
= hinge and the support bracket. 	 The angle Indicator sys- feed u prvpollunt manifold which Is also contained in die :	 b
t ;
-tam consists of two resolvers that are attacked to the intorCnen truss.	 Tim distribution system interface be- t.:
t cross pins Or ilia hinge and provide direct readout o[ file swoon the interface truss and the modular thrust subsys-
±	 a :e mud R gimbal Angles,	 Tile flexible propellant feed tams are the field joints helve=eon the manifold and Lhe:
3 I line is a : coiled spring tube.
live propellant food lines for each module.	 For Uds up-
-- -
i
-wproach, die fill valves for Una single tarok are brought to
A good thermal design is provided by the linoar ac the exterior wall of ilia interface truss. 1;
Cantor gimbal system because the actuators are placed
behind ilia thrusters. Athermal barrier could be placed :	 Consideration must be given to the redandanoy of ;l
.
between the thrusters and U.e lower truss of each module both systems, if a thruster in a TSSAT fails, and the =_ 1
1
.f
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{
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1, a
propellant loading does not contain smite contingency,	 tanks In the TSSN or one central tailk . in ilia BfAIO13 or
there would be Insufficient propellant h+ the remainin •
	 - HYBRID'(.
	
P	 fi 	 6	 approach.	 1
t	 TSShIs to complete ilia mission,
	
The possibility of In-
creasing ilia system reliability by placement of an Inlor-
	 Deslim/Development Comparison or
 eonne•ahng valve network between hunks is being studied,
	 modular Approaches
If	 A storage took using 	 nitrogen I,ms expulsion tech-
	 •file'1'SShl, BIh1OD, unit RYBIIID appronclms to the
j=	 nique to supply propollm+t to Una thruster has been so- - 	 SEP module have been compared using anumber of a t-
^.'	 tatted for all approaches. 	 The mercury propellant vol-
	 Carla,	 'rite BMIOD approach has a slight advantage over
	
i
propellant lending for the mission, contingency fill' launch
t t	 unw of ilia storage tanks Is determined by Unc nominal 	 die other two approaches .
 because It	 ! t
window mad thruster utilization, mid the propellant utili-
	
(1) Tins it
	 lover recurring cost.	 1
zation of file limits,' lines, and components of Una system,
	 (2) liequfres it lass complex life lost lnn thermal
	 j
l	 vacuum environment,The gas volume Is. determined from ilia operating charac- 	 i{	 1
teristics of the thruster vaporizers. 	 The maximum op- 	 1
y	 cratingpressure is that which will cause the mercury to
	 (S) is marginally easier to malmnin.
	 -i
i	 intrude the porous plug of the thruster vaporizer and re-
	 Y"1`
l	 suit In the vaporizer not functioning.. 	 Based oil 	test- 
(9) Results In n less severe vibration and acoust[a
	
it
_titt	 Ing, the intruslen: pressure Is about 52. N/cm". (7)	 Add-	 response of ilia powor processors.	 ,t	 fi	 ing a safety factor for uncertainties such as ilia po re size	 )y.	 -	 -	 (5) Does not require the strict mechanical tolerances
	
,f
operating pressure salac[ed is Sl N/em
2
The minimum
p	 of the plug, weld cracks, and accelerations tile maxhnum
	 attendant with louver Intcrtaoos,	 ._(
operathng pressure is determined from [lie partial pros-
	 (G) Offers greater configuration ReMbillly,
sure of the mercury at an operating temperature of the
vaporizer.
	 If the -pressure is too low, Ilia liquid/vapor 	 P.$ shown In Table p', the differences in the mass among	 .i	 __, t
L	 hntcrfacc could tmove away from the vaporizer and vapor- 	 ilia :three ¢pproac.1	 is t:dUtbn Clio accuracy of rho mass- 	 =
p	 g	 study.	 Comparing	 Y	 approachestzar control would be test. 	 The minimum n erntln	 Y•.	 P'	 6 Une reliability o[ Um n i m s  on n"
pressure selected Is 10 N/cm 2 .	 Those pressure limits	 subjective basis indicates Wut they are very similar, 	 -.(
'	 correspond to 	 blowdovn range of 0;1;
`	
_	 Cost
	
,1
f	 'File storage tank design selected Is shomm In Fig,	 ?)
14(a).	 The tank design is a derivative of ilia approach "	 'Elie relative hardware costs of the three modular
employed for Una SL•'RT II spacecraft, (S) An elaslmnerle	 concepts for the modular approach to ilia SRP module are
bladder separates the mercury propellant volume from
	
given in Table 171,- it wits estimated that Una BIMOD
	 4 4
t	 the pressurized nitrogen gas volume,	 The tank contains	 would be about 10 percent less expensive them either die	 ?.
an internal liner: which supports the bladder during tine 	 HYBRID or Live.TSSAls.	 hiostof this difference is caused	 t;	 )
t	 launch environment: and thus minimizing slosh effects.. 	 by differences in duo t ormal control systems.	 The 	 i
The liner holes permit tile pressurized gas to pass 	 BLVOD'. does not use louvers and employs 25 percent	 'l
through the liner and move Una bladder,	 A storage tank	 fewer ]lost pipe systems when compared to tvo TSSl%b; or
of the same outside dimensions can be employed for -
	
a HYBRID.
r	 Thermal Testingsome missions, which do not require the Cull sphe re of	
i'
mercury propolLm4	 However, 	 shape: of the bladder 	 ,.	 ^-
support Ihmr Is modified as shove in rig, YI(b), so that 	 There are sonic major testing differences between
-i	 only the volume. of required mercury Is supported by the 	 the TSSIT, BIMOD, and IIYBRD): approaches,
	 Two cote-
Chair. - This concept minimizes . slosh effects during the 	 gorses of thermal testing are envisioned as part of Una
	 '
`!.	 launch environment. 	 development of any or the modular thrust subsystems. 	 ••	 '
The first type of test would be a thermal vacuum ilia test
	 yThe utilization of ilia propellant In Una storage andi^
or tile power processors In ilia :thermal configuration of .
!'.	 food systems described is approximately .UB.percent, :
	 the module; =it the second type would be the flight quali-
	
-
'	 Some of the mercury is trapped by Una ribs of the bladder 
-	 --	 f[cat[on Lest progrmn of Une individual modular thrust -
	 a
'	 which are designed to prevent, the bladder from blocking
	 subsystems,	 Consideration should not only be given to
	 +j	 doe exit orifice of the Cook.	 For ilia six missions under Clio test complexity inherent in each modular approach;-
"
• '	 consideration, four of the missions can be accomplished 	 f	 n	 ;4but also to ilia facility operational costa,
with n propellant loading of 712 kg mad Uno remaining live
can be accomplished with apropellant loading of 1500 kg: 	 For the thermal, vacuum life testing, auxiliary cool-.
•.	 Table V lists Clio required tank inner sphere diameter	 ing loops can be used in ilia heatplpc saddles for all
for tile . Live propellant capacities whom using Individual 	 three. approaches. 	 Rather than usingauxiliary cooling
({f
4	
5	
/"
is I
£
;
-loo,s	 the fligh t qualification test p rogramp •	 'h 	 	  Inlght also learned operation might be tm replacement of one of the
a test the heat pipe systems In ilia gravity I;aW. 	 Ilia tech- circuit modules or Clio PPU,	 To do this on ilia TSShI It
f! niques required for testing it similar sydem for We would he necessary to remove (lie louvers, the propellant
Communications Technology Sntallite It lee been demon- tunic and Its support structure, as thruster support
>:+r - strated at Lewis Research Curter, lt, 1^1) structure mid the PPU frame,	 Tim circuit module and Its
} 1 back plate could then he electrlently disconnected land an-
i + One of the design requirements of the modular thrust halted from Cho heal pipe sntidlea and louver supports )
subsystem which may greatly simplify ilia thermal tmuly-: structure and replaced.	 'Phis prvcadare would . be re- +
sls mid the qualiftention level lasting Is whether tic radi- versed forrmaasombly. 	 The procedure for Clio IIYBRID
,
s su	 o a Rosting. surface of tie. module In 	 t 	 Ines- would be similar with the exception of propellant tankro donne angle during say particular mission.	 'Phase situa- removal since a central propellant lank Is used. `,..I
- Close would need to be Individually analyzed for both the l.^
I TSSM mid HYBRID approaches. 	 This is hoceuse the for (lie BIMOD, ilia procedure for replacing a PPU ` t
thermal absotpttmce of Clio louver set varies depending circuit module in ilia PPU mounted nearest to the thins-.
4'i.. on loth the Incidence (or cons). angle and ilia azimuth (or tors would be different than for the PPU mounted furthest
{ clock).: angle of the sun iville: respect to louvers,. 	 Fa, the	 - from tie. thrusters,. 	 For ilia PPU mounted nearest to ilia. i
DIhIOD approach, the solar absorptmnwpf ilia heat pipe thrusters, - die thruster support structure and PPU outer '^	 -
i .: radiator Is dependent only on Clio incidence angla and not 	 ..frame would need to be removed before tie circuit mod-
I. the azhnulh angle, thus greatly simplifying the thermal ule and Its back plate could' be electrically disconnected
? ? mmlysis, and unbolted,	 Only Clie PPU outer frame would Head to f^
f	
-
bo removed from Ike PPU faihost from ilia thrusters In -
i . Nrechanfcal Interfaces 	 : order to service u PPU module
1 Tho TSShI and HYBRID each have louver Interfaces. Thus, for one PPU only, the BIMOD should be sim-
i 'file surfaces at those Interfaces must be kept very flat 	 - pler to service.
^'- in order to avoid binding the louvers, 	 A tighter surface -. ..- Ll
*) flatness requirement would lend'. to halm PPUs used In Configuration Flexibility _ -A
the IIYBRID or TSShI costlier limn for tiro BIMOD, 1
jl Into mechanical Integration of ilia modular thrust. j
Vibration Response
subsystems with ilia Interface truss of a SE P module has jjJ
i been discussed berets,	 One of the remaining uldmowns d
I .'Ilia HYBRID or TSSM and file BIMOD employ slmf- Is ilia required Interface between the truss mid ilia pay- u
Iar. graphite truss construction and Ilia Ion thrusters are load,	 On the basis of total spacearndt configuration, We{.1
supported In a similar munncr for all three approaches. central propellant tank approaches oC the BIMOD had '	 '!t
Similarities also exist regarding the use of multilayer HYBRID appear Co offer more flexibility in arriving at a `J
insulation for thermal control. 	 It would be safe to as- well balanced spacecraft.	 After defining the Payload !	 -'	 1
! sumo that ilia vibration responses of these similar areas Haas and volume, ilia overall dimension of the Interface
w	 r . ' of ilia modular concepts would be about equal:. The pri- truss may not satisfy ilia requirements of the user. 	 An
miry design differences behveen the IIYBRM or TSShI alternate approach to g a standard interface truss is to
-	 and Ilia BIDTOD are in how the PPUs are Integrated Into standardize on central propellant talk sizes and the re- 1
7 the structure, 	 The PPIPs for:Uie llYBRH) or 7'SSM are morning components with in ilia Interface truss;	 The P	 -j mounted singly to aLoat pipe system as shown In Figs. truss structure could then be made mission.. dependent,
}	 ! 4(a) and (c).	 For the BINIOD Clio PPl p s are mounted if necessary, and still retain ilia basic design features of l
;. hack to back to a common limit pipe system (Fig 4(b)). serving to integrate Una modular thrust subsystems Into " +
Thus, for ilia BIhIOD, the two PPU basoplates and tine the SEP module and to provide support points for a launch J
•	 '4+ common heat pipe system combine to form a. very stiff adapter. tower.
I	 { Internally reinforced structure	 Since the PPU struc-
i lure for the DIMOD is stiffer and since the PPIPs in the Concluding Remarks and Recommendation s x
BIMOD. are relatively isolated from direct acoustic ex-
citation as compared. to the TSSM or HYBRID,'. the PPU s - 97mree approaches to ilia modular threat subsys-- "-
' in the BT VIOD should have a less severe vibration land toms described herein: represent viable options to the
acoustic response to the launch environment.. design mid development of a SEP-module, 	 Each approach
ran	 ; has satisfied a set of requirements for n number of rep-
afaintainabilRv
resenlntive planetary missions. The number of thrusters
required on a given mission maybe changed from six to
i Exploded vlows of both the TSSM and the BIDIOD are eight without affecting ilia design of the Individual mod-
-:` --	 shown In Figs. S and 6; respectively, 	 A. typical men ules.: Only ilia interface truss between the modular .
t!
{definition Is required for ilia elements of the propellant
	
.	
storage and distribution system and the thruster gimbal
system. Finally, the BIMOD is the recommended choice
	
'r	 for further design mid development as ilia. modular thrust
subsystem.
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TABLE VI - SEP MODULE SYSTEM RELATIVE
	 {
RECURRUNT G IIARDWARE COST COMPArISON
1
Module type
Syswem rSSM x 2 BIMOD
HYBRID
Thruster 0.141 0. 141
Gimbal system 018 .018
Propellant system r .019 -.009
PPU 615 .615
Louver  systems 039 0
Heat pipe systems 105 079
PPU Erame structure .021 '014-
Trus,p structure 042 .025
Total 1.00 0.901
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Q
	 Figure 1. - Comparison of component integration approaches to a SEP module.
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Figure 2. - Def i nition of SEP module.
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